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Elevate Your Multitasking to a Whole New Level

Prepare to revolutionize your iPad workflow with Stage Manager, the game-
changing multitasking experience that transforms your iPad into a
professional powerhouse. Unveiled at WWDC 2022, Stage Manager is a
major highlight of the new iPadOS 16, bringing a suite of powerful features
and a refined user interface to the iPad platform.

Key Features of Stage Manager

Seamless Multitasking with Multiple Windows

Stage Manager allows you to organize and work with multiple windows
simultaneously, providing a desktop-like multitasking experience on
your iPad. You can easily resize, move, and arrange windows to create
a personalized and efficient workspace.
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External Display Support

For even more expansive multitasking possibilities, Stage Manager
supports external display connectivity. Extend your workspace onto a
larger screen and enhance your productivity by spreading your apps
and windows across multiple displays.

Reference View

The innovative Reference View feature provides a convenient way to
keep essential apps and windows within easy reach. By swiping from
the right edge of the screen, you can access a thumbnail view of all
your open windows, allowing you to quickly switch between them or
bring them to the foreground.

Redesigned User Interface

Stage Manager comes with a redesigned user interface that enhances
the overall iPad experience. The new multitasking system is
seamlessly integrated into the iPad's interface, providing a cohesive
and intuitive workflow.

Benefits of Using Stage Manager

Stage Manager offers a range of benefits that elevate the productivity and
efficiency of your iPad workflow:

Enhanced Productivity

With its powerful multitasking capabilities, Stage Manager enables you
to work on multiple tasks simultaneously, reducing task switching and
boosting productivity.

Improved Organization



The ability to organize and arrange windows in a flexible workspace
helps you maintain a clutter-free and well-structured work environment.

Expanded Workspace

External display support allows you to expand your workspace,
providing more room for multiple apps and windows, ideal for complex
projects.

Enhanced Focus

By minimizing distractions and keeping essential apps within reach,
Stage Manager helps you stay focused and achieve a productive
workflow.

Compatibility and Availability

Stage Manager is available as part of the iPadOS 16 update, which
supports the following iPad models:

iPad Air (5th generation)

iPad Pro 11-inch (3rd generation and later)

iPad Pro 12.9-inch (5th generation and later)

To enjoy the full benefits of Stage Manager, it is recommended to use an
iPad with at least 8GB of RAM.

Revolutionize Your iPad Workflow Today

Stage Manager is a transformative feature that brings professional-grade
multitasking capabilities to the iPad. With its powerful features and refined
user interface, Stage Manager empowers you to maximize your



productivity, enhance your organization, and create a seamless workflow
that meets the demands of modern professionals.

If you're an iPad user ready to elevate your multitasking experience to the
next level, we highly recommend updating to iPadOS 16 and embracing the
benefits of Stage Manager. Unlock a new era of productivity and efficiency
on your iPad today.
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